In this time of darkness when our countries economic uncertain fate lies in the hands of our enemies with ours to struggle and fight for every hour of every day for our nation, our race and our families. With all this heavy dead weight from the burden of the grasp of the Jewish hands that are around our throats suffocating our very existence to our right to national self determination. As the days are growing longer and times are getting much worse the lines of paradox are running similar to history from 1929. Again once forth the call to save our nation from not only the Capitalists, Communists, Homosexuals, Non European whites, Jews and those whom wish to destroy any civilized society has beckoned us to rise to this course. Every day that passes we are shown such toil of the actions caused by the Jewish influence and the symptoms of a Communistic regime that is now and has been infecting this nation’s Governmental body. America is and has been under siege from internal enemies that only fester in the abscess of the rotted body of this former Republic nation that has been dead from a such time period that America has lost it’s true nature of what it is to endure and persevere for European American rights, values and heritage. A national heritage of European Pride that has been silenced by the media, Leftists, and those whom are only interested in writing history that they see fit to teach our race that we are from some fictional collective of races that in turn defies nature’s law to the extreme extent of moral and ethical laws that are destroying this very nation from all sides.

As the new Communistic leftist regime has planted themselves in the national offices of this country we not only as a race but as a whole nation are under attack from public and private lives into our very homes. In these dreary and uncertain times who will take responsibility for the actions of bourgeois and the decadence that has crippled America from rational sensibility of responsible actions to ensue a cleaner and healthier national future it is not those who are currently elected nor those being a appointed. With the coming new year we all are men and women who need to take action in the meaning of standing forth and fighting against the oncoming Marxist tyranny that will surely wipe out all virtue of European white culture. It is a known fact that this is a long and hard battle in which will take time years even decades but we must take the first step forward to lay down a foundation for the future of America.

Written by
Security Service Director    LT M. Connelly
Wow! Their both Illegal.

Rumors have been swirling about Obama’s citizenship status for months now. All the solid evidence to come out points to the fact that Obama was born in Kenya and that he took up Indonesian citizenship when he lived there for four years. Obama travelled on an Indonesian passport when he visited Indonesia, Pakistan and Kenya in 1981. Well, it turns out that Obama’s most famous cabinet selection, Hillary Clinton is not legally eligible for that job either.

An article from the judicialwatch.org reports “Judicial Watch, the public interest group that investigates and prosecutes government corruption, announced today that Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton is constitutionally ineligible to serve as Secretary of State in the Obama administration. According to the Ineligibility Clause of the United States Constitution, no member of Congress can be appointed to an office that has benefited from a salary increase during the time that Senator or Representative served in Congress.

A January 2008 Executive Order signed by President Bush during Hillary Clinton’s current Senate term increased the salary for Secretary of State, thereby rendering Senator Clinton ineligible for the position. Specifically, Article I, section 6 of the U.S. Constitution provides ‘No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil Office under the Authority of the United States, which shall have been created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have been increased during such time.’ The provision is seen by most as designed by our Founding Fathers to protect against corruption.”

The Hillary ineligibility dilemma might be fixed by reducing the salary for Secretary of State back to its old level, but so far no one has suggested that this will be done. While Hillary’s problem theoretically can be solved, Obama himself is not so lucky.

Obama’s African grandmother, two African half-siblings and a Kenyan ambassador have said that Obama was born in Kenya. Zero American eyewitnesses have come forward to support Obama, including hospital nurses and neighbors, to say Obama was born in Hawaii. His American grandmother refused to give media interviews back in March 2008—probably because she was getting senile and might let something slip to reporters about where Obama was actually born. She was the only US citizen who would have known for certain that Obama was born in the US or Kenya. The increasing number of lawsuits challenging Obama’s citizenship were almost certain to call her up as an eyewitness. Obama’s grandmother died suddenly just before election day, conveniently eliminating her from being around for any media interviews or subpoenas. While I don’t think Obama would order her death, I strongly suspect that there are those in the Democrat Party who would euthanize Obama’s grandmother to make sure the Democrats don’t lose the presidency or cause a giant scandal.

Viking Youth Corps
Comrades, are you concerned for the wellbeing of your children, then contact us. In the Viking Youth they will learn the values and virtues of life. They will be shown and learn the true meanings of Duty, Honor and Loyalty. They will learn about the National Socialist way of life.
Will they let America fall? We won’t but will they?

One of the many reasons that the Roman Empire fell was that Roman men became too soft and weak and accustomed to luxury to serve in the legions, and therefore the empire began to recruit members of barbarian tribes as soldiers, offering them residence and citizenship within the empire as an inducement.

It looks like history is repeating itself. According to a recent news article “Defence Secretary Robert Gates has authorized the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps to recruit certain legal residents whose critical medical and language skills are vital to the national interest, officials said, using for the first time a law passed three years ago. Though the military previously has taken recruits with green cards seeking permanent residency, Gates’ action enables the services to start a one-year pilot program to find up to 1,000 foreigners who have lived in the states legally for at least two years on certain types of temporary visas.”

So foreign students, who are having a rough time in college and who don’t think they can get US citizenship, will suddenly have a chance to drop out and join the military. If the US were fighting a war for our national survival, I can see some merit to rewarding foreigners with citizenship. But this war in Iraq is totally unnecessary and illegal. The war in Afghanistan is not much better especially considering that it failed to capture bin Laden (if we assume that whole Bogeyman story has any truth to it). And don’t forget that multi-billion dollar natural gas pipeline contract that US oil companies got after the war. The Taliban had given that pipeline contract to the Bridas Oil Company of Argentina. The Taliban government of Afghanistan had offered to help us hunt down al Qaida members if Bush would provide proof that they carried out the 911 attack. Bush chose not to provide any proof to the Taliban and invaded Afghanistan. Does this sound like a war that would merit US citizenship for thousands of foreigners?

The article notes “The new recruits into the armed forces would get accelerated treatment in the process toward becoming U.S. citizens in return for serving in the wartime military in the United States or abroad. ‘The services are doing a tremendous job of recruiting quality personnel to meet our various missions,’ sometimes with bonus pay and tuition for medical school, said Bill Carr, deputy undersecretary of defence for military personnel policy. But they haven’t been able to fill their need for 24,000 doctors, dentists and nurses in the Defence Department.”

Perhaps no one wants to end up getting shipped to a MASH unit in Iraq or Afghanistan. It should be noted that these Third World recruits will almost certainly be second rate medical trainees. Well, that’s nice to know if you ever need a bullet removed. Nothing but the second best for our troops.

The article continues “The military’s most pressing need is for neurosurgeons and dermatologists to treat troops coming home from Iraq and Afghanistan with brain and burn injuries caused by insurgents’ wide use of roadside bombs and suicide bombs. The force also lacks nurses with a broad range of specialties, Carr said. It also needs people with special language and cultural skills for a war on terrorism that has taken the armed forces across the globe. Though the military has been looking for more Arabic speakers and others to help with the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the new program looks to recruit speakers of some three dozen languages, including Albanian, Korean, Punjabi, Somali and Turkish.”

I thought the Turks were supposed to be our allies. Maybe that raid by the Turks several months ago into northern Iraq against the Kurds has got our top brass worried.

When a nation’s manhood becomes too weak and soft and cowardly to do their own fighting, and when an empire dare not conscript an army as the United States dares not, and when they must hire foreigners to do their fighting and dying for them, then that nation or empire is pretty much finished. The Roman Empire was overthrown by invading Visigoths and Vandals. The US Empire may just fall apart internally from moral rot or an internal revolution that sweeps aside the modern-day Nero and Caligula from the halls of power.
A stunningly beautiful news anchorwoman was raped and brutally murdered in her home by a Black man in October. Police investigators would have immediately known the race of the attacker because of hair and DNA evidence, but no mention of a Black rapist was made. If this were Germany or France, there would have been weeks of national attention devoted to the story of a beautiful young woman with a promising media career ahead of her having her life brutally cut short. Because this is politically correct America, this story has been largely suppressed.

Women in Arkansas were unnecessarily endangered because of a political decision not to tell them to beware of a Black rapist on the loose.

The liberal media made certain that no mention was made that the rapist was Black before Election Day, Nov. 4th. Why remind the American public that every beautiful young White woman runs the risk of being raped and murdered by some thoughtless Black thug? Why remind the American public that liberals are always “soft on crime” and would let criminals like this one out of jail to commit more crimes? Why remind the American people that Barack Obama has half of his ancestry from the same brutal primitive race that produced this murderer? A news story reports “The investigation into the murder of popular Little Rock, Ark., anchorwoman Anne Pressly may help solve a second crime. New details are surfacing about the prime suspect in the Anne Pressly case. Kristen Edwards, of Marianna, Ark., was raped and attacked in April. Police say that DNA evidence from Pressly’s crime scene matched Edwards’ attacker, and detectives from both cities collaborated to search for a suspect. Curtis Lavell Vance was arrested Nov. 26 and charged with Pressly’s murder. Pressly, 26, a rising star on the local morning news scene, was beaten into a coma and raped in her apartment in October after a break-in, apparently by a stranger who took her laptop computer, a credit card and little else. The face so many in her hometown had come to know was crushed beyond recognition. Some 100 miles away, Edwards, a schoolteacher and fan of Pressly, was attacked while getting ready for work. ‘It was a surprise,’ Edwards told ABC News. ‘He was hiding in my living room, and I never saw it coming. Never saw it coming.’ Edwards’ attacker had come at her from behind, and forced her to lie on her stomach so she could not see his face… But Anne Pressly fought back against her attacker. Doctors also found that her left hand had been broken — a defensive wound.”

If the authorities had warned the public about the earlier rape of Kristen Edwards, maybe the rape and murder of Anne Pressly could have been avoided. If a DNA record of Curtis Lavell Vance had been put on file after he committed a series of petty thefts (and it was becoming obvious this miscreant was not improving), he could have been caught immediately after he committed the first rape of Kristen Edwards in April, which definitely would have saved the life of Anne Pressly.

Political Correctness doesn’t just steal money and jobs and promotions from White people, sometimes it gets us killed by NOT warning us of a dangerous Black criminal on the loose “for fear of making the Blacks look bad” or not registering the DNA of a budding young Black criminal because the liberal ACLU wants to protect the privacy of criminals. Apparently White people being horribly attacked and murdered is less important than censoring unpleasant news about the minorities. Over 50,000 Whites have been murdered by Blacks since the Supreme Court outlawed segregation. This is a greater death toll, than the US suffered in the Korean War.

What is especially disgusting about this case is the fact that politicians and police chiefs were almost certainly being even more politically correct than usual for fear of hurting Obama’s chances in the Nov. 4th election. They KNEW it was a Black who brutally raped Kristen Edwards in her home, and they did not warn the public. If the authorities had given a clear warning, White women could have been watching out for suspicious Black men in their neighborhoods, been more careful about locking all their doors and windows and maybe armed themselves so they would not have their heads bashed in as happened to Miss Pressly.

Blacks commit close to 50 percent of all the murders in the US and -in past years- have committed close to 50 percent of the rapes even though they only make up about 12 percent of the population. I would not be surprised one bit if several White people in Anne Pressly’s neighborhood saw the Black criminal lurking about and failed to call police because they didn’t want to seem “racist.” If the authorities had been honest and warned the public to be on the look out for a Black rapist, and some aware citizen saw this thug lurking near the home of a beautiful woman, it might have made the difference between the police being called and saving this woman’s life.
A drink-driver who killed a father and son in a freeway crash was performing a sex act on himself minutes before the collision, a court heard.

Imran Hussain was driving at speeds of up to 120mph minutes before he ploughed into the back of a Fiat Punto carrying the Proctor family, from Wakefield, England. Gary Proctor, 47, and son James, 16, died in the smash on the M62 Freeway near Rochdale, on 3 August. Hussain, of Bradford, was jailed for eight years at Manchester Crown Court.

Death threat

The 32-year-old, of Como Avenue, pleaded guilty to two counts of causing death by dangerous driving and one count of driving with excess alcohol at a previous hearing.

The court heard that Hussain's erect penis was exposed when motorists came to his aid after the crash. Judge Andrew Blake told him: "At the least it must have been a symptom you were not giving your full attention to driving." He sentenced him to eight years for each of the two counts of causing death by dangerous driving, to be served concurrently. Hussain, a car dealer and father-of-four, was also banned from driving for 15 years.

Prosecutor Andrew Nuttall said Hussain had rowed with his wife hours before the crash and left the family home on Como Avenue for a night out with friends in Leeds. He later stopped at a service station in Leeds in the early hours, where he was described as "staggering and clearly drunk". When challenged about ripping open a bag of crisps, he told the cashier: "I'll find out where you live and will kill you."

Police examined his mobile phone and discovered that he had called directory inquiries to request the number of an escort agency about 30 minutes before the crash.

Mr Nuttall said he called the agency - which provides female escorts on an hourly basis - but it was closed. He said: "His attempts to contact the agency and the finding of him with an erect penis out of his trousers indicates that he was sexually excited and clearly handling his penis whilst he was driving and at the time of the collision."

Hussain’s erratic driving in his Audi Q7 was reported to police by three groups of concerned motorists minutes before the crash.

Mr Nuttall said that, moments before the collision, the vehicle was seen lane-hopping, before veering across the carriageway and into the back of the Proctors’ Fiat Punto.

Several motorists stopped to help, including Christian Downard and his two friends. Mr Nuttall said the trio went to help Hussain and saw that his penis was out of his trousers. He tried to run away and hurled abuse. The Proctors had been travelling to Manchester Airport to fly out to Florida for a family holiday.
The Flying size nines

George Bush was nearly hit by a shoe in the ridiculous last chapter of an immature, unqualified puppet president. One pundit made the observation that “Everything about this president is pathetic… even his assassination attempts.” Bush carried out the whims of the Israeli Lobby, which stuck us with the Iraq War, and Big Oil, which stuck us with sky high gas prices for much of 2008. Eight years ago, patriotic Americans on the far right voted for Pat Buchanan, but once again gutless moderates and a huge pile of corporate money propelled a worthless candidate, this time the bungling Bush Junior, to the highest office in the land.

Bush no doubt thought his “crowning achievement” was the conquest of Iraq. This inspired him to make his last overseas road trip to the one place where he thought he had a shred of credibility. Then came the shoe. What says “failure in Iraq” better than a carefully-screened room full of Iraqi reporters in the Green Zone, in which one reporter is willing to go to jail to show how much the Iraqi people hates the murderous idiot-president of the US?

A majority of Americans (and most of the civilized world) see the Iraq War as an illegal war of aggression. Over 4,000 Americans have died in Iraq for no valid reason whatsoever. Only the arrogance and hubris of George W. Bush and his unwillingness to admit the war was wrong caused the deaths of these young Americans. The number of Iraqi deaths may run into the hundreds of thousands. The shoe-thrower is an Iraqi reporter, Muntadar al-Zaidi. A BBC news article notes “With his second shoe, which the president also managed to dodge, Mr Zaidi said: ‘This is for the widows and orphans and all those killed in Iraq.’ ”

George Bush no doubt believed all the neocon spin about how the “surge had worked” in Iraq. The truth is that the Iraqis still hate us and want us out. The US casualties have fallen not because of the “surge” but because the Iraqis get CNN and they knew that the half-crazy, senile warmonger John McCain would be defeated by Barack Hussein Obama in the 2008 election. The Iraqis know that Obama has promised to withdraw US troops from Iraq. Why wage battle with the heavily-armed US forces when the war is already won?? (There was also an attempt made to pay Iraqi rebels not to fight.) So once again, a Bush president has gone out of office in disgrace, and someone named Hussein has prevailed!

NSM S. CALIFORNIA ARE ON THE BORDER

Patriots from NSM S. California Division have been down on the USA/Mexico border checking out the security and facing up to the flood of Illegal Immigrants, drug, weapons, diseases and dangerous criminals cross our borders. NSM S California are standing firm against Illegal immigration and continuing to guard our Southern Border.

If you are an Aryan and worried about your children's future and the future of America, and you live within reach of the Southern California border and you wish to join the fight then get in touch. Your country needs you now.

Contact

NSM
P.O.Box 51891
Riverside, CA 92517

It’s our members that are protecting our borders.
U.S. report warns of 'strategic shock' leading to massive unrest

The report by the U.S. Army War College's Strategic Institute, said that a defence community paralyzed by conventional thinking could be unprepared to help the United States cope with a series of unexpected crises that would rival the Al Qaida strikes in 2001, termed a "strategic shock." The report cited the prospect of the collapse of a nuclear state leading to massive unrest in the United States, Middle East News line reported. "Widespread civil violence inside the United States would force the defence establishment to reorient priorities in extremis to defend basic domestic order and human security," the report, authored by [Ret.] Lt. Col. Nathan Freir, said. "Deliberate employment of weapons of mass destruction or other catastrophic capabilities, unforeseen economic collapse, loss of functioning political and legal order, purposeful domestic resistance or insurgency, pervasive public health emergencies, and catastrophic natural and human disasters are all paths to disruptive domestic shock."

Titled "Known Unknowns: Unconventional Strategic Shocks in Defence Strategy Development," the report warned that the U.S. military and intelligence community remain mired in the past as well as the need to accommodate government policy. Freier, a former Pentagon official, said that despite the Al Qaida surprise in 2001 U.S. defence strategy and planning remain trapped by "excessive convention." "The current administration confronted a game-changing 'strategic shock' inside its first eight months in office," the report said. "The next administration would be well-advised to expect the same during the course of its first term. Indeed, the odds are very high against any of the challenges routinely at the top of the traditional defence agenda triggering the next watershed inside Department of Defence".

The report cited the collapse of what Freier termed "a large capable state that results in a nuclear civil war." Such a prospect could lead to uncontrolled weapons of mass destruction proliferation as well as a nuclear war. The report cited the prospect of a breakdown of order in the United States. Freier said the Pentagon could be suddenly forced to recall troops from abroad to fight domestic unrest. "An American government and defence establishment lulled into complacency by a long-secure domestic order would be forced to rapidly divest some or most external security commitments in order to address rapidly expanding human insecurity at home," the report said. The report said the United States could also come under pressure from a hostile state with control over insurgency groups. The hostile state could force American decision-makers into a desperate response.

"The United States might also consider the prospect that hostile state and/or nonstate actors might individually or in concert combine hybrid methods effectively to resist U.S. influence in a non-military manner," the report said. "This is clearly an emerging trend." "The aforementioned are admittedly extreme," the report said. "They are not, however, implausible or fantastical."

Congress give themselves a massive payrise.

A recent news article reports “A crumbling economy, more than 2 million constituents who have lost their jobs this year, and congressional demands of CEOs to work for free did not convince lawmakers to freeze their own pay. Instead, they will get a $4,700 pay increase, amounting to an additional $2.5 million that taxpayers will spend on congressional salaries, and watchdog groups are not happy about it.” Most Americans don’t realize that Congress is responsible for the subprime crisis, which has led to a two trillion dollar bail out (so far). Liberals in Congress wanted to increase the number of Black and Latino home owners regardless of qualifications. About five million of

Continues on next page
these subprime loans were to illegal aliens. If our government stayed out of the home loan business, the subprime crisis, and the resulting domino effect throughout the banks and other sectors of the economy would never have happened. Sooner or later reality bites back. To make matters worse, there appears to be a reluctance by the mainstream media to portray the subprime crisis as the result of “Affirmative Action” home loans. They want to sweep under the rug the fact that unreliable minority borrowers have devastated our economy. One wonders if Obama would have still won the presidency, if every American knew that minority subprime loans (not conservatives or greedy bankers) were responsible for our current financial distress. Unfortunately the Republicans were running a liberal Republican (McCain), who didn’t inspire any confidence that policies would change for the better.

The article continues “‘As lawmakers make a big show of forcing auto executives to accept just $1 a year in salary, they are quietly raiding the vault for their own personal gain,’ said Daniel O’Connell, chairman of The Senior Citizens League (TSCL), a non-partisan group. ‘This money would be much better spent helping the millions of seniors who are living below the poverty line and struggling to keep their heat on this winter.’ …Steve Ellis, vice president of the budget watchdog Taxpayers for Common Sense, said Congress should have taken the rare step of freezing its pay, as lawmakers did in 2000. ‘Look at the way the economy is and how most people aren’t counting on a holiday bonus or a pay raise — they’re just happy to have gainful employment,’ said Ellis. ‘But you have the lawmakers who are set up and ready to get their next installment of a pay raise and go happily along their way.’ ”

One wonders how many of those in Congress bribed someone along the way to get their Congressional seats –especially after the governor of Illinois, Rod Blagojevich tried to sell Obama’s old Senate seat. Goodness knows most Congressmen whore themselves out to big corporations and the Israeli Lobby. The future of the American people doesn’t seem to be a concern for “our” Congressmen. Look at all the Senators who voted for the Illegal Alien Amnesty bill in 2007. 46 out of 100 Senators voted to give an effective amnesty to at least 20 million illegal aliens living in the US. Almost half of our Senators literally voted to destroy the United States as we know it. Do these people sound like they deserve a raise?

Be one the winners and join your nearest unit of the NSM.
Be prepared to defend your family and country.

Sgt Michelle Kane
1956 - 2008

We are sad to announce the passing of a well respected Comrade on the 24th December 2008 after a three year fight against cancer. Michelle worked tirelessly for the NSM, NY Unit and the NSM Women's Division. She was a dedicated member and believer in the National Socialist Movement until her passing.
We the NY Unit members will miss her kindness and thoughtfulness.
We salute our fallen Comrade.